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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a time-optimal trajectory generation algorithm is proposed for helicopter shipboard landing. The al-
gorithm utilizes a simplified model of the helicopter’s dynamics and exploits the differential flatness of the model to
formulate a nonlinear programming problem, whose solution provides time-optimal reference approach/landing tra-
jectories. The trajectories are then tracked by an inner-loop linear dynamic inversion (LDI) controller to generate the
actual inputs that steer the full-state nonlinear helicopter model. The proposed algorithm reduces approach/landing
flight time and enables a higher degree of maneuverability in comparison to typical state of the art methods of trajec-
tory generation. Because of its computational efficiency, the path planner can also be used in real-time, i.e., through
iterative recalculation of the remaining trajectory to account for deviations from the planned flight path. High fidelity
simulations have been conducted on a verified UH-60A Black Hawk model, which show the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

INTRODUCTION

Shipboard landing is among the most challenging helicopter
flight operations (Ref. 1), because of the limited landing time,
stringent safety constraints, rough sea conditions and tur-
bulent shipboard motion, as well as complex ship-airwake-
helicopter interactions during the landing maneuver.

As a result, there is significant pilot workload during the
shipboard landing operation, which makes the development of
the computer-assisted and/or fully autonomous control strate-
gies imperative. Consequently, there has been substantial re-
search effort towards designing effective control solutions for
autonomous landing. In (Ref. 2), a novel control strategy was
developed based on optical flow theory. A parameter tau in-
spired from human pilot behavior was defined to provide the
guidance for relative motion between a target and the aircraft.
Using this parameter was demonstrated to lead to a ‘natural’
and smooth autonomous landing. In (Ref. 3), a model predic-
tive control (MPC) algorithm was proposed to deal with ship
air wake and rough sea conditions during the landing process.
Nonlinear simulations in that study proved the performance
of the controller. In addition, efforts towards the application
of the dynamic inversion (DI) controller on the ship-based he-
licopter were documented in (Refs. 4, 5). These controllers
eliminated the need for the gain scheduling and controlled
variables to follow commanded responses (Ref. 6). Human pi-
loted and auto-piloted nonlinear simulations were conducted
in (Ref. 4) and (Ref. 5) respectively, proving the effectiveness
of the DI controller.

In contrast to the large body of research on the design of
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feedback controllers for helicopter shipboard landing, current
trajectory generation methods for helicopter flight typically
parameterize the reference trajectory with geometric or kine-
matic variables. Therefore, these trajectories normally do not
guarantee time-optimality, lack lateral flexibility, and require
manual tuning for specific parameters, often leading to con-
servative design of flight missions.

Recently, a methodology for formulating objective func-
tions for optimized path guidance of helicopter shipboard
landing was presented in (Ref. 7), where optimal trajectory
generation ideas were developed. On the other hand, a new
trajectory generation algorithm exploiting the differential flat-
ness of the quadrotor dynamics was introduced in (Ref. 8),
which proved to be computationally efficient in providing it-
erative real-time solution (in an MPC-like framework) when
landing the quadrotor onto a moving platform, while respect-
ing dynamics and actuator saturation constraints. The real
time nature of this class of differential flatness based optimiza-
tion algorithms makes it an attractive candidate for trajectory
planning for helicopter maneuvers in general, and landing in
particular; provided a differentially flat model of (simplified)
nonlinear helicopter dynamics can be obtained.

Motivated by the need for trajectory planning methods for
the helicopter shipboard landing problem, this paper presents
a new time-optimal trajectory generation algorithm compati-
ble with the standard cascade control structure (Ref. 5) for he-
licopters. The helicopter outer-loop dynamics are converted
into an equivalent (and computationally efficient) model by
exploiting the differential flatness property. This model is
then used in the formulation of the trajectory optimization
problem, which can be solved for a time-optimal reference
trajectory. In addition, the corresponding (virtual) feedfor-
ward control command input for the inner-loop controller is
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also generated by the proposed algorithm. A standard lin-
ear dynamic inversion (LDI) controller is used for inner-loop
tracking control, which produces the actual input signals to
the helicopter based on the command information from the
outer-loop. Simulations conducted on the full-state nonlinear
helicopter model validate the feasibility and effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm.

HELICOPTER SHIPBOARD LANDING
Problem Statement

A schematic illustrating the helicopter shipboard landing
problem is shown in Fig.1. Based on the measurement of both
the fuselage state x f and the shipboard statexD, the outer-loop
path planner solves and stores the reference time-optimal tra-
jectory, while the inner-loop controller generates the actual
input that tracks the reference trajectory by using the infor-
mation from the outer-loop. The helicopter is then steered to
approach and land on the shipboard safely (by matching the
shipboard and helicopter position, velocity, attitude, and rates
there-of at the time of touchdown).
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Fig. 1: Schematic of helicopter shipboard landing prob-
lem.

In order to succinctly describe the helicopter shipboard
landing problem, the helicopter-shipboard system is separated
into four subsystems including helicopter dynamics , ship-
board kinematics, inner-loop linear dynamic inversion (LDI)
controller and outer-loop path planner, in a cascaded control
architecture shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2: Overall control architecture for helicopter ship-
board landing.

The outer-loop path planner triggers the optimization algo-
rithm when necessary to generate a reference trajectory based

on current deck state xD and fuselage state x f . Then, the
above trajectory is stored so that the real time reference com-
mands ÿc, ẏc and yc can be time-scheduled and provided to
the inner-loop controller, which uses an LDI control law to
track these reference commands. Subsequently, the fuselage
input u f and the throttle input utht are generated by the inner-
loop controller and RPM governor respectively, which steer
the helicopter to the shipboard.

Next, we present a brief description of the helicopter dy-
namics, the shipboard motion, the ship-helicopter interaction.
We then briefly present the inner-loop controller design. Fi-
nally, we propose a simplified outer-loop dynamic model and
verify that it is indeed differentially flat.

Helicopter Dynamics

We use a UH-60A Black Hawk model developed by Krishna-
murthi and Gandhi (Ref. 9), which is a derivative of Sikorsky’s
GenHel model (Ref. 10). The dynamics, in general, are given
by

ẋ = f(x,u,d)
y = g(x,u) (1)

where, y is the measurement of the states used in the con-
troller, x is the state vector :

x =
[
xT

f ,x
T
r ,xT

t ,xT
e
]T

(2)

where x f =
[
u,v,w, p,q,r,φ ,θ ,ψ,X ,Y,Z

]T
xr =

[
β0,β1s,β1c,βd , β̇0, β̇1s, β̇1c, β̇d ,λ0,λ1s,λ1c

]T
xt = λ0T R

xe =
[
Ω,χ f ,Qe

]T (3)

x f denotes 12 fuselage rigid body states, xr denotes 8 blade
flapping states and 3 inflow states of the main rotor, xt denotes
the tail rotor inflow state, xe denotes 3 engine states.

The control input u is given by:

u =
[
ulat ,ulong,ucol ,uped ,utht

]T (4)

which consists of lateral, longitudinal, collective joystick
input to the main rotor, pedal input to the tail rotor, and
throttle input to the engine. Note that fuselage input u f =[
ulat ,ulong,ucol ,uped

]T is comprised of the input channels
governing the fuselage motion.

In this work, the disturbance d results from the ship-
helicopter-airwake interaction, which will be introduced in a
following subsection.

Shipboard Kinematics

The shipboard motion samples used in this study are based
on the standard deck motion data for a generic surface combat
ship. The data are extracted from the Systematic Characteriza-
tion of the Naval Environment (SCONE) database developed
by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) (Ref. 11).
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In this work, shipboard motion characterized by domi-
nant heave movement with low to medium intensity from
the SCONE database are used as candidates. It was found
that the time-varying deck height and heave rate can be well-
approximated by explicit sinusoidal functions of the form:

F(·) = F̄(·)+∑
k

A(·),k sin(kω(·)t +φ(·),k) (5)

where F̄(·) is the time-average, ω is the frequency, A(·),k and
φ(·),k are the amplitude and phase lag related to the kth har-
monic, and (·) denotes either the deck height ZD or the heave
rate ŻD. In this work, the above informations are retrieved
from the SCONE data and known to the outer-loop path plan-
ner.

On the other hand, although the SCONE data also includes
motion in other 5 degrees of freedom: surge, sway, roll, pitch
and yaw, the intensities of the motions in these directions are
low compared to the dominant heave motion. Hence, the hor-
izontal motion of the ship is defined by a uniform forward
speed at 20 knots (or 10.289 m/s) with a constant yaw angle,
while the disturbances in sway, roll and pitch are ignored for
the purposes of this study.

Helicopter-Shipboard Interactions

Ground Effect Model

The proximity of the helicopter to the deck of the ship alters
the induced velocity in the plane of the rotor and affects rotor
thrust and power, a phenomenon commonly known as ground
effect. The ground effect model used is based on the source
image approach given by Cheeseman and Bennett (Ref. 12)
and implemented as a correction term which modifies the to-
tal resultant flow through the rotor disk (Ref. 13). The total
non-dimensional resultant flow through the rotor disk out-of-
ground effect (OGE) is calculated as

VT =

√
(−µz +λm)

2 +µ2 (6)

where λm denotes the non-dimensional induced velocity due
to rotor thrust, µ and µz denote in-plane and climb velocities,
respectively, in the wind axis of the rotor disk plane. With
the helicopter in-ground effect (IGE), Eq.(6) is modified to
include a correction term G as follows

VT = G
√

(−µz +λm)
2 +µ2

G = 1

1− (−µz+λm)2

16h2(−µz+λm)2+µ2

(7)

where h is the height of the rotor hub above the ground plane,
normalized by rotor radius R.

Airwake Model

The implementation of the airwake simulation model is based
on the work by Sparbanie (Ref. 14). The airwake flow field
behind the ship’s superstructure causes a change in the wind

speed, which has deterministic and stochastic components.
The deterministic component of the wind speed is given by

v̄ f
g =

[
ū f

g , v̄
f
g , w̄

f
g

]T
(8)

where the superscript f denotes the quantities expressed in
the helicopter body frame. These are determined by the mean
wind speed of the airwake. On the other hand, the stochas-
tic components of airwake are captured by the colored noise
filters, which take the form

G(·)(s) =
K(·)(s2 +2ζ(·),zω(·),nzs+ω2

(·),nz)

(s2 +2ζ(·),pω(·),nps+ω2
(·),np)(s+ p(·))

(9)

where (·) denotes the elements in v f
gs =

[
u f

gs,v
f
gs,w

f
gs

]T
and

ω
f

gs =
[

p f
gs,q

f
gs,r

f
gs

]T
, which are the equivalent translational

and rotational wind speed disturbances over the fuselage. In
the simulation, the above components are obtained by exciting
the filters with band-limited white noise. The local wind speed
disturbances over a specific airframe component are given by
vl

gs =
[
ul

gs,v
l
gs,w

l
gs
]
, where the superscript l denotes the quan-

tities expressed in the local frame of the component. These
are calculated from the following equation

vl
gs = v f

gs +ω
f

gs× rl/ f (10)

where rl/ f =
[
xl/ f ,yl/ f ,zl/ f

]T is the position vector from the
local airframe component to the fuselage’s center of gravity.
Finally, the total airwake velocities in the local frame of the
airframe component is simply the combination of the deter-
ministic and stochastic components

vl
g = Tl/ f v̄ f

g +vl
gs (11)

where Tl/ f denotes the rotation tensor from fuselage to local
coordinate frame.

It is important to note that the gust disturbances only affect
the aerodynamic forces on the aircraft. The local airspeed
velocity vl

a =
[
ua,va,wa

]T on a specific airframe component
is calculated by

vl
a = vl

i−vl
g (12)

where vl
i denotes the inertial velocity of the aircraft expressed

in the local frame. The aerodynamic loads are calculated with
the airspeed vl

a. The components of the dynamic model asso-
ciated with the rigid-body equations of motion as well as the
rotor inertial forces and flapping dynamics are independent of
the surrounding airmass velocities and therefore only use vl

i .

In this work, a wind over deck (WOD) condition of 25
knots (or 12.8611 m/s)/0 deg on the Winston-Churchill De-
stroyer (DDG-81) is assumed to obtain the parameters in
Eq.(9). The mean wind speed of the airwake is assumed to be
uniform over the deck. To avoid sudden changes in the wind
speed, the magnitude of the mean wind speed is linearly tran-
sitioned from 0 knots to 25 knots as the helicopter approaches
from 200 ft (or 60.96 m) to 50 ft (or 15.24 m) away from the
landing spot on the shipboard.
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Inner-loop LDI controller

The design of the inner-loop controller is taken from (Ref. 9),
based on the well-known model-following LDI control law.
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Fig. 3: Inner-loop LDI controller structure.

Fig.3 shows the structure of the controller, where the state
space matrices A f ∈ R12×12, B f ∈ R12×4 are obtained by the
linearization and order-reduction of the nonlinear model at
different trim speeds. δx f and δu f are small perturbation
from trim value x̄ f and ū f respectively. Moreover, the out-
put command vector here is chosen as yc =

[
φc,θc,−Zc,ψc

]T ,
which denotes the roll angle and pitch angle, the vertical ve-
locity and the yaw angle respectively.

By implementing the u f shown in Fig.3 onto the helicopter
dynamics in Eq.(1), the dynamics of the error e = yc−y, (i.e.
the difference between the output command and the actual
output), become:

ë = KPe+KI

∫
edt +KDė (13)

The above dynamics are shaped by choosing proper PID
gains, leading to the convergence of ẏ and y to ẏc and yc .

Simplified Dynamic Model for the Outer-Loop

With the inner-loop controller being responsive and robust,
the subsystems in the dashed line box in Fig.(2) can actually
be incorporated into one simplified dynamic model for the tra-
jectory planner. These simplified dynamics are represented by

ẋol = fol(xol ,uol) (14)

where xol =
[
φ ,θ ,ψ,X ,Y,Z, φ̇ , θ̇ , ψ̇, Ẋ ,Ẏ , Ż

]T is obtained by
coordinate transformations of the translational and rotational
rate in the fuselage state x f . On the other hand, the control
input uol =

[
u1,u2,u3,u4

]T is chosen to be identical to the
virtual input ÿ of the inner-loop LDI controller. Hence:

φ̈ = u1
θ̈ = u2

Z̈ =−u3
ψ̈ = u4

(15)

Note that Eq.(15) directly provides the simplified dynamic
model of the helicopter attitude and vertical motion, leaving
the dynamics of the horizontal motion to be determined next.
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Fig. 4: Schematic of the helicopter coordinate systems

As shown in Fig.4, OXVYV ZV is the inertial frame with
OXV being the aircraft longitudinal axis’ projection on the
horizontal plane and OZV aligning with gravitational accel-
eration. OXBYBZB is the aircraft body fixed frame. Notice that
OXVYV ZV is transformed from North-East-Down(NED) iner-
tial frame OXNYEZD by T3(ψ) and OXBYBZB is transformed
from OXVYV ZV by T1(φ)T2(θ).

In Fig.4, the non-gravitational resultant force F̄ at trim at-
titude (φ̄ , θ̄) points upward vertically and has the same mag-
nitude of the gravitational force. With the control input per-
turbed from the trim condition, the helicopter reaches a new
attitude (φ ,θ), which leads to the rotation of the resultant
force from F̄ to F . The tilting of F can be described by the ro-
tation T1(σ)T2(α)T3(ψ) of the NED frame OXNYEZD. There-
fore, the dynamics of the helicopter’s translational motion in
the NED frame are:

Ẍ
Ÿ
Z̈

=

0
0
g

+ 1
m


T11 T12

cosσ sinα cosψ

+sinσ sinψ

T21 T22
cosσ sinα sinψ

−sinσ cosψ

T31 T32 cosσ cosα


0

0
F

 (16)

We make the following assumptions to simplify this model:

1. The helicopter’s vertical acceleration is small compared
to gravitation acceleration, i.e. Z̈� g.

2. The trim values of roll and pitch angles φ̄ and θ̄ are small
(within ±5 deg) throughout the flight.

3. The rotor thrust remains the dominant component of the
resultant force F , of which the direction in the body fixed
frame OXBYBZB stays static.

Thus, with assumptions 2) and 3), we can claim that α ≈
θ − θ̄ and σ ≈ φ − φ̄ and related terms in Eq.(16) can then
be substituted. On the other hand, applying assumption 1) to
the third equation expanded from Eq.(16), the resultant force
F becomes:

F =−
mg

cos(φ − φ̄)cos(θ − θ̄)
(17)
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Replacing F in Eq.(16) with Eq.(17), the dynamic equa-
tions describing northward and eastward motion are written
as:

Ẍ =−g

(
tan(θ − θ̄)cosψ +

tan(φ − φ̄)

cos(θ − θ̄)
sinψ

)

Ÿ =−g

(
tan(θ − θ̄)sinψ−

tan(φ − φ̄)

cos(θ − θ̄)
cosψ

) (18)

which draws the implicit connection between helicopter hori-
zontal motion and attitude. In summary, Eq.(15) and Eq.(18)
together constitute the simplified dynamic model for the
outer-loop path planner.

General formulation of the trajectory optimization prob-
lem

Before the discussion of differential flatness itself, we first
state the motivation of invoking this property by introducing
the general trajectory optimization problem.

Typically, the optimal control (or trajectory generation)
problem can be stated as follows:

min J = K
(
t f ,x(t f )

)
+
∫ t f

t0
L(t,x(t),u(t))dt

subject to ẋ = f(t,x(t),u(t))
g(t,x(t),u(t))≤ 0
k(t0,x(t0), t f ,x(t f )) = 0

(19)

where x(t) is the state trajectory, u(t) is the input trajectory,
t0 is the initial time, and t f is the final time which can also be
variable.

By solving the problem in Eq.(19), one can obtain the op-
timal input trajectory u∗(t) and the corresponding x∗(t) for
t ∈ [t0, t∗f ]. Such a solution minimizes the cost functional J,
while satisfying the dynamics constraints, the algebraic path
constraint and the boundary condition in Eq.(19).

However, it is computationally expensive to solve for u∗(t)
directly, since Eq.(19) enforces a series of time-dependent
equality constraints. Such a problem can be even more in-
tractable when the dynamic constraint contains multivariate
nonlinearities. Hence, it is preferable to convert Eq.(19) into
some equivalent but computationally more tractable problem
before attempting a numerical solution.

Differential flatness-based problem reformulation

Differential flatness of the outer-loop simplified dynamics

For the helicopter landing problem, a typical way to obtain
the optimal trajectory is to formulate the dynamic constraint
in Eq.(19) with the outer-loop simplified dynamics dictated by
Eq.(14). However, as has been discussed above, the nonlinear
equality constraints in Eq.(14) bring enormous cost to solving
Eq.(19). Further, it will be later shown that not all the state
variables in the above dynamics are required for determining
the optimal trajectory.

Hence, instead of using Eq.(14) directly to form the dy-
namic constraints in the optimization problem, we will in-
voke the differential flatness property of the model to trans-
form Eq.(14) into an equivalent system, which will prove to
be computationally more efficient.

We now recall the definition of the differential flat system,
as below (Ref. 15).

Definition: A system ẋ = f(x,u) with x ∈ Rn,u ∈ Rm is
differential flat if there exists a flat output y ∈Rm in the form:

y = Φ(x,u, u̇, · · · ,u(i))

such that x = Φx(y, ẏ, · · · ,y( j−1))

u = Φu(y, ẏ, · · · ,y( j−1),y( j))

(20)

where Φ, Φx and Φu are smooth functions.
For the system represented by Eq.(14), the flat output can

be chosen as:

yol =
[
X ,Y,Z,ψ

]T (21)

Upon the selection of flat output yol in Eq.(21), the map-
pings from yol , ẏol and ÿol to

[
ψ,X ,Y,Z, ψ̇, Ẋ ,Ẏ , Ż

]T and[
u3,u4

]T are directly found, leaving the mappings to φ , θ and
their time derivatives to be determined next.

Notice that Eq.(18) can be transformed into the form:

θ =−arctan(
Ẍ
g

cosψ +
Ÿ
g

sinψ)+ θ̄

φ = arctan(
− Ẍ sinψ + Ÿ cosψ√

g2 +(Ẍ cosψ + Ÿ sinψ)2
)+ φ̄

(22)

Hence, the mappings to θ̇ , φ̇ , θ̈ and φ̈ can also be obtained
by differentiating Eq.(22) once and twice respectively. Note
that both X and Y are fourth-differentiable functions of time.

So far, the equivalent system of the one represented by
Eq.(14) can be written explicitly in the linear Brunovsky form
(Ref. 15):

q̇ol = Folqol +Golrol (23)

where the state vector qol = [X , Ẋ , Ẍ ,X (3),Y,Ẏ ,Ÿ ,Y (3),

Z, Ż,ψ, ψ̇]T and the input vector rol =
[
r1,r2,r3,r4

]T
=[

X (4),Y (4), Z̈, ψ̈
]T

, and:

Fol =


J4 0 0 0
0 J4 0 0
0 0 J2 0
0 0 0 J2

 , Gol =


L4 0 0 0
0 L4 0 0
0 0 L2 0
0 0 0 L2

 (24)

J4 =


0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 ,L4 =


0
0
0
1

 ,J2 =

[
0 1
0 0

]
,L2 =

[
0
1

]
(25)

The input vector uol of the original system can be recov-
ered from the input vector rol of the equivalent system by:

u1 = f1(qol)+g11(qol)r1 +g12(qol)r2
u2 = f2(qol)+g21(qol)r1 +g22(qol)r2

u3 =−r3
u4 = r4

(26)
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where f1, f2, g11, g12, g21 and g22 in Eq.(26) can be deter-
mined by the second differentiation of Eq.(22).

By representing the system in the form of Eq.(23), the orig-
inal nonlinear dynamics in Eq.(14) are transformed into an
equivalent set of linear kinematics, which is well-suited for
trajectory planning and will be used to formulate the dynamic
constraint in Eq.(19). On the other hand, the nonlinear terms
in the original dynamics Eq.(18) are transferred into Eq.(22),
which will be enforced by algebraic path constraint in Eq(19).

TIME-OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
GENERATION ALGORITHM FOR

OUTER-LOOP PATH PLANNER

So far, a linear kinematic model that captures crucial charac-
teristics of helicopter outer-loop motion has been developed.
Next, based on the above model, corresponding cost function
and multiple constraints are stated and formulated into an op-
timization problem, the solution of which generates the time-
optimal reference trajectory for helicopter shipboard landing.

Cost function

The objective function of the optimization problem is the to-
tal approach time or landing flight time based on the specific
scenarios, defined by:

min J = t f − t0, (27)

where t0 is the time at which the optimization algorithm is
triggered, and t f is the time instant ( to be determined) when
the helicopter reaches the terminal state (either end of landing
or end of approach).

Discretized kinematics

For computational tractability, the infinite dimensional opti-
mization problem in Eq.(19) is converted to a finite dimen-
sional one by discretization. Here, the trajectory being op-
timized is discretized into N segments, which is preselected.
Hence, the sampling time ts is:

ts =
t f − t0
N−1

(28)

Then, by assuming the input rol to be zero-order hold
(ZOH) signal, the continuous kinematics in Eq.(23) can be
discretized by:

q(k+1) = Fq(k)+Gr(k) (29)

where q(k) = [X(k),Xv(k),Xa(k),X j(k),Y (k),Yv(k),Ya(k),
Yj(k),Z(k),Zv(k),ψ(k),ψv(k)]T is the discretized state vector
and r(k) = [Xs(k),Ys(k),Za(k),ψa(k)]T is the discretized input
vector at the kth node. The subscripts v, a, j and s represent
velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap respectively.

Altogether, the optimization variables are comprised of t f ,
q(k) and r(k) for all k ∈ [1,N]⊆N, of which the concatenated
vector belongs to R(16N+1)×1 .

Optimization constraints

The optimization constraints used for the optimizer are listed
below in entirety, of which some may be activated for the ap-
proach and others for the landing trajectory generation.

Discretized kinematics constraints: The kinematics in
Eq.(29) governing the forward propagation of the trajectory
should be always satisfied during the optimization process,
that is:

q(k+1)−Fq(k)−Gv(k) = 0, ∀k ∈ [1,N−1]⊂ N (30)

Boundary condition constraints: The initial and terminal
condition constraints have the generalized form:

q(1) = q0, q(N) = q f (31)

The initial condition q0 is decided by the fuselage state x f at
t0 when the algorithm is executed. All terminal conditions in
q f except for vertical motion terms are dictated by the deck
motion state xD and its time derivatives at the terminal time t f .
Note that high-order time derivatives including X j0, Yj0, X j f
and Yj f in q0 and q f are set free.

On the other hand, Z f and Zv f are chosen differently for
the approach and landing scenarios. For the approach trajec-
tory, the helicopter ends up hovering at some predetermined
altitude, which makes:

Z f = F̄ZD +ZHOV , Zv f = 0 (32)

where ZHOV is set to −6m for all approach trajectories in this
paper. For the landing trajectory, the helicopter is required to
touch down on the deck with zero vertical relative velocity,
which makes:

Z f = ZTOL +FZD(t f ), Zv f = FŻD
(t f ) (33)

where ZTOL is the landing safety tolerance accounting for he-
licopter size (i.e. distance from the center of gravity to the
landing gear plane) and other safety redundancies, FZD(t f ) and
FVZD(t f ) are given by Eq.(5).

By splitting the entire flight trajectory into ap-
proach/landing phases and setting different terminal
constraints for vertical motion, the optimizer is freed
from solving for the terminal deck height FZD(t f ) and heave
rate FVZD(t f ) during the approach trajectory planning, which
saves computational cost.

Input constraints: Ideally, the input constraints should be
implemented by setting upper and lower bounds directly for
Eq.(26); however, the computational cost of iteratively solv-
ing for u1 and u2 in Eq.(26) is enormous because of the com-
plexity of these functions. On the other hand, it is easy to
show that u1 and u2 can be bounded by simply constraining
Ẍ , X (3), X (4), Ÿ , Y (3), Y (4), ψ̇ and ψ̈ . Hence, the constraints
of u1 and u2 are transferred to the constraints of other states
and inputs, leaving the input constraint to be:

|rsub(k)| ≤ rsub
max,∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (34)
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where rsub(k) =
[
Za(k),ψa(k)

]T .

State constraints: The state constraints are written as:

|qsub(k)| ≤ qsub
max,∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (35)

where qsub(k) =
[
Zv(k),ψv(k),X j(k),Yj(k),Xs(k),Xs(k)

]T .
Except for the above states, the horizontal velocity V (k), the
roll angle φ(k) and pitch angle θ(k) are also constrained by:

hmin ≤ h(q(k))≤ hmax,∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (36)

where h(q(k)) includes V (k) =
√

X2
v (k)+Y 2

v (k) and Eq.(22).

Additional constraints: Aside from the above common
constraints, scenario specific constraints must also be en-
forced for the different flight phases.

The horizontal airspeed is comparatively high during ap-
proach, so that the side-slip angle is constrained by:

β (k) = ψ(k)− arctan2(Yv(k),(Xv(k)) = 0,
∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (37)

Moreover, there may exist aggressive horizontal maneu-
vers that make the snaps Xs and Ys have discontinuities or
chatter during approach, hence a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter is used to filter out high frequency components in these
signals:

|
Xs(k+1)+Xs(k−1)

2
−Xs(k)| ≤ X̃smax,

|
Ys(k+1)+Ys(k−1)

2
−Ys(k)| ≤ Ỹsmax,

∀k ∈ [2,N−1]⊂ N.

(38)

On the other hand, to improve the landing safety, additional
constraints are enforced on landing trajectory. Anti-collision
constraint is implemented by:

Z(k)≤ ZTOL +FZD(kts),∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (39)

where FZD(kts) is the deck height sampled at the kth time step.

Due to model inaccuracy, actuator delay and possible deck
rolling/pitching, there will inevitably be some relative veloc-
ity between the helicopter and the deck at touch down. Such
situations can be remedied by picking a window time when
the deck motion is relatively quiescent for the helicopter to
land. This is achieved by constraining the absolute value of
deck heaving rate at the touch down time instant:

|FŻD
(t f )| ≤ ŻDmax (40)

where ŻDmax is the threshold constant that can be tuned for
different conditions.

Formulation of the optimization problem

With the cost function and optimization constraints listed
above, the optimization problem can be written as:

argmin
t f ,q(k),r(k)

J = t f − t0

s.t Γmin ≤ Γ(t f ,q(k),r(k))≤ Γmax,
Γ

ap
min ≤ Γap(t f ,q(k),r(k))≤ Γ

ap
max,

if approach.
Γld

min ≤ Γld(t f ,q(k),r(k))≤ Γld
max,

if landing.

(41)

where Γ is the constraint function with Eq.(30), Eq.(31) and
Eq.(34)-Eq.(36) stacked up together, Γap is comprised of
Eq.(37)-Eq.(38), Γld is comprised of Eq.(39) and Eq.(40).
Note that ”≤” denotes element-wise inequality and 0s are
used for both the lower and upper bounds of the equality con-
straints in Eq.(41).

In this work, the optimization problem Eq.(41) is solved
using numerical optimization tool CasADi in MATLAB, with
the ‘IPOPT’ solver.

Generation of the control commands

The control commands generation process is shown in Fig.5.

Optimization

Problem

Command

generation

𝐱𝒇

𝐱𝑫

𝐭∗, 𝐪∗ , 𝐫∗

𝐩∗
ሶ𝐲𝑐

𝐲𝑐

ሷ𝐲𝑐

Differential
Flatness

Fig. 5: Outer-loop path planner structure.

Upon the solving of the optimization problem in Eq.(41),
the optimization variables

[
t∗f ,q

∗(k),r∗(k)
]
,∀k ∈ [1,N] ⊂ N

are obtained, with the corresponding reference time sequence
defined by:

t∗(k) = t0 +(k−1)ts,∀k ∈ [1,N]⊂ N. (42)

where ts is calculated by Eq.(28). Then, benefited from the
differential flatness of the system, the optimal roll and pitch
motion p∗(k) =

[
φ ∗(k),θ ∗(k), φ̇ ∗(k), θ̇ ∗(k), φ̈ ∗(k), θ̈ ∗(k)

]
can

be obtained, by first calculating roll and pitch angles via
Eq.(22) and then differencing them to get higher order time
derivatives. Then,

[
t∗(k),p∗(k),q∗(k),r∗(k)

]
is stored as a

reference trajectory. At each time step, the control commands
ÿc, ẏc and yc are scheduled from the reference with the current
flight time. Further, errors in horizontal position and velocity
are compensated by an outer-loop LDI controller similar to
the one used in (Ref. 9).

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present results from simulation of a vari-
ety of landing scenarios and the performance of the proposed
algorithm under these scenarios.
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Flight scenarios

Approach phase

Three cases of flight approach scenarios with different ini-
tial shipboard states listed in Table 1 have been used for test-
ing the approach trajectory generation capability of the pro-
posed algorithm. Note that the helicopter starts all three flights
at (0m,0m,-70m) in the NED frame with a trim condition at
80 knots (41.156 m/s).

Table 1: Initial shipboard states in different flight scenar-
ios for approach.

case # North position East position Heading angle
(m) (m) (deg)

1 500 0 0
2 500 350 0
3 350 350 30

Landing phase

Two cases of landing scenarios with different shipboard
heave motion intensities have been used for testing the land-
ing trajectory generation capability of the proposed algorithm.
In this work, all landing trajectories start at the terminal state
of the approach trajectory in case 3 of Table 1.
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Fig. 6: Shipboard heave motion samples.

The two samples of shipboard used in the simulations are
shown in Fig.6. These samples are generated using Eq.(5).

Reference trajectories generated by the proposed algo-
rithm

Approach phase

Fig.7 shows the ground tracks of the reference approach
trajectories generated by the proposed algorithm in all three
cases.

In all three cases, the helicopter has a successful ren-
dezvous with the ship with the heading angle aligned. The
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Fig. 7: Ground tracks of the approach trajectories.

ability of the proposed algorithm to plan for different flight
scenarios with high degree of flexibility is thus demonstrated.

Fig.8 shows the altitude and airspeed profiles of the refer-
ence trajectories. In all three cases, the helicopter descends to
the prescribed hover altitude, while decelerating to the same
speed as the ship at the end of the approach phase. Note that
the proposed algorithm has different deceleration strategies
for different flight scenarios so that the flight time can be min-
imized, while satisfying all the constraints.
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Fig. 8: Altitude and airspeed versus range profiles during
approach.

Fig.9 shows the corresponding helicopter attitudes time-
trace during the approach. In all three cases, the roll and pitch
angles are well constrained by Eq.(36). Moreover, the anti-
sideslipping constraint Eq.(37) enforces the yaw angle to align
with the flight azimuth angle throughout the approach.

Fig.10 shows the comparison between the computational
time for the proposed algorithm against the “standard” algo-
rithm (i.e. formulating the dynamic constraint in Eq.(19) by
directly using Eq.(14) instead of Eq.(23)). The result is ob-
tained by solving the trajectory for case 3 using randomized
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Fig. 10: Computational time comparison between the pro-
posed algorithm and the one that does not invoke differen-
tial flatness property.

initial guesses, on a laptop with Intel Core i5-6200U 2.40
GHz.

Overall, the proposed algorithm has higher computational
efficiency compared to the “standard” algorithm . As the num-
ber of trajectory segments N increases from 50 to 300, the
computational time taken by the proposed algorithm increases
gradually from 0.5 second to 10 seconds. On the other hand,
the “standard” algorithm takes much larger computational ef-
fort to converge for N larger than 300. Furthermore, the “stan-
dard” algorithm’s computational time is very sensitive to dif-
ferent initial guesses.

Landing phase

Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the reference trajectories for land-
ing on the shipboard with low and medium heave motion in-
tensities respectively.

Although all trajectories satisfied terminal position and ve-
locity constraints, the trajectories without constraints on the
terminal deck heaving rate appear to be much more aggres-
sive, which corresponds with minimum landing time. On the
other hand, the two gentler trajectories hover longer and seek
to land when the deck heaving is more quiescent.

For all the landing cases shown above, we use N = 101
trajectory segments, leading to an average computational time
of 0.5 seconds, which illustrates that the proposed algorithm
can be used in real-time iteratively.
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Fig. 11: Reference trajectories for landing on the ship-
board with low heave motion intensity.
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Fig. 12: Reference trajectories for landing on the ship-
board with medium heave motion intensity.

Implementation on the nonlinear full-state model simula-
tion

Approach phase

All three reference approach trajectories generated in the
previous section have been implemented on the nonlinear he-
licopter simulation model (with the inner-outer loop structure
described in Fig.3). Flights with and without the presence
of the ship airwake have both been tested. However, for clar-
ity, Fig.13, Fig.14 and Fig.15 only show the simulation results
from case 3 in Table 1. On the other hand, Table 2 lists the ter-
minal errors of actual approach trajectories for all three cases.

Fig.13 shows the simulation results of the helicopter po-
sition during the approach. In both flight simulations with
and without airwake effects, the actual positions track the ref-
erence tightly. This is a result of both effectiveness of the
outer-loop path planner as well as the responsiveness of the
inner-loop LDI controller.

Fig.14 shows the simulation results of the helicopter atti-
tude during the approach. In the simulation without the air-
wake, all three Euler angles follow the reference closely. This
indicates the high prediction accuracy of Eq.(22), which has
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Fig. 13: Tracking history of the helicopter position during
the approach.
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Fig. 14: Tracking history of the helicopter attitude during
the approach.

generated reference roll and phi angles by only using the in-
formation extracted from the flat output.

On the other hand, in the simulation with airwake effects,
the roll and pitch angles do not follow the reference well af-
ter the helicopter enters the ship airwake region. Under such
circumstances, the trim roll and pitch angles used in Eq.(22)
are no more accurate due to the 25 knots head wind. Hence,
the actual roll and pitch angles flown are mainly dictated by
the outer-loop LDI controller in order to compensate for the
horizontal position and velocity errors.

Fig.15 shows simulation results of the actuator states dur-
ing the approach. Here, the influence of the ship airwake is
further highlighted. Compared to the smooth actuator states
in the two cases without the presence of the ship airwake, the
ones under the influence of the airwake become rougher when
the helicopter is near the shipboard. This occurs because the
inner-loop controller is trying to reject the stochastic aerody-
namic loads caused by the airwake.
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Fig. 15: Actuator states of main rotor and tail rotor during
the approach.

Table 2: Terminal errors of the approach trajectories.

horizontal vertical horizontal vertical heading
case # position position velocity velocity angle

(m) (m) (m/s) (m/s) (deg)
1 1.1197 0.0463 0.2053 0.0154 0.0864
1∗ 2.2024 0.1490 0.8576 0.1063 0.2258
2 0.8393 0.0857 0.2010 0.0133 0.0102
2∗ 2.1688 0.0283 0.4983 0.1250 0.0800
3 0.4180 0.1248 0.1242 0.0253 0.1041
3∗ 0.9370 0.1518 0.5388 0.1066 0.1976

Cases with ∗ are results from the simulations with the presence of the ship
airwake.

As can be seen in Table 2, those trajectories simulated
without airwake’s influence have smaller terminal errors in
both horizontal position and velocity. However, in general,
the helicopter ends up considerably close to the desired states
prescribed by the reference trajectories in all the cases simu-
lated. Hence, despite the difference of the flight scenarios, the
actual fuselage state of helicopter relative to the ship is basi-
cally the same at the end of the approach, which simplifies the
landing trajectory planning significantly.

Landing phase

All four reference landing trajectories shown in Fig.11 and
Fig.12 have been implemented on the nonlinear helicopter
model. Similar to the approach phase, flights with and without
the ship airwake have both been tested. For clarity, Fig.16 and
Fig.17 only show the simulation results of the two trajectories
shown in Fig.12, while Table 3 lists helicopter’s state relative
to the shipboard at touchdown for all the cases simulated.

Fig.16 shows the helicopter’s vertical motion during land-
ing. Due to the factors such as actuator delay, the helicopter
cannot accelerate and decelerate as swiftly as planned by the
proposed algorithm. Therefore, in both flights with and with-
out airwake, it is more difficult for helicopter to follow the
more aggressive trajectory, which leads to the touch downs
ahead of schedule and the comparatively larger relative nor-
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Fig. 16: History of the vertical motion during landing on
the shipboard with medium intensities.

mal velocity to the deck compared to the one of the gentle
trajectory.

On the other hand, the presence of the airwake also in-
fluences helicopter’s vertical motion. Due to the wind speed
changes, the control of the vertical motion is seen to be less ef-
fective. Hence, compared to the landings without any airwake
effects, the helicopter’s states deviate more from the reference
trajectory. Further, this influence is more evident in the ag-
gressive landing scenario, as the controller has less control
margin to reject the perturbations when it is executing aggres-
sive maneuvers.
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Fig. 17: Collective pitch angle of the main rotor during
landing on the shipboard with medium intensities.

Fig.17 shows the corresponding collective pitch angle of
the main rotor of the four landing cases shown in Fig.16. The
large change of the collective pitch angle during the aggres-
sive landing is essentially a result from the bang-bang control
input of the vertical acceleration (which achieves the time op-
timality). This bang-bang behavior is notably absent during
the gentle landings, which trade-off landing time for a softer
touchdown. On the other hand, for landing with airwake, the
collective pitch angle is actuated more drastically in order to
adjust to the stochastic wind speed perturbation.

As can be seen in Table 3, aggressive landings typically end

Table 3: State of the helicopter relative to the shipboard at
touchdown.

landing landing tangential normal heading
case # strategy position velocity velocity angle

(m) (m/s) (m/s) (deg)
1 gentle 0.0805 0.0699 0.2136 0.0598
1∗ gentle 0.2647 0.1819 0.1528 0.1137
1 aggressive 0.2414 0.1429 0.4835 0.0279
1∗ aggressive 0.1937 0.1660 0.4806 0.0188
2 gentle 0.1076 0.0958 0.0346 0.0401
2∗ gentle 0.1676 0.2160 0.1181 0.0204
2 aggressive 0.2494 0.1279 0.2724 0.0284
2∗ aggressive 0.2300 0.2309 0.4382 0.0562

Case 1 and case 2 denote landing on the shipboard with low and medium
heave intensities respectively. Cases with ∗ are results from the simulations
with the presence of the ship airwake.

with higher normal speed to the deck at touchdowns compared
to the gentle ones. Such decrease in the normal speed is more
obvious when the helicopter is landing on the shipboard with
medium heave intensity.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a time-optimal trajectory generation algorithm
for helicopter shipboard landing is proposed. By utilizing the
equivalent model converted from the simplified helicopter dy-
namics via differential flatness, together with the introduction
of corresponding cost function and constraints, the algorithm
formulates a standard optimization problem, which can be
solved efficiently for the time-optimal reference trajectories
capable of obstacle avoidance and large heading maneuvers.
The proposed algorithm is compatible with the standard LDI
controller, which is used to track the references. Simulations
conducted on a full-state nonlinear helicopter model, together
with the presence of helicopter-shipboard interactions, show
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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